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ABSTRACT   

Home management and controlling have seen a great introduction to network that enabled digital technology, 

especially in recent decades. For the purpose of home automation, this technique offers an exciting capability 

to enhance the connectivity of equipment within the home. Also, with the rapid expansion of the Internet, 

there are potentials that added to the remote control and monitoring of such network-enabled devices. In this 

paper, we had been designed and implemented a fully manageable and secure smart home automation system 

based on a cloud computing system with an ESP Arduino system. The security of home had been improved 

by adding a complete camera system with a GSM communication technique to connect the Arduino output 

data to an external specified number if there is no internet provider. We used three sensors for temperature, 

gas, and motion measurements. The ESP8226 Wi-Fi device programmed the sensors to maintain the sensors 

measurements and transfer them to the cloud server database which is programmed to the web server via 

Appatshy and Mysql formats. The system implemented with high time response so that all readings updated 

and appeared spontaneously. The designed system should be effective, a secure, and rapid response real-time 

smart home system should be achieved.   
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1. Introduction  

The environment of cloud computing can present different services and resources such as hardware, databases, 

storage, networks, and applications of software to customers as order service. It makes available for use 

remarkable financial benefits for the institution, persons, and ventures while presenting high-level cooperation 

possibilities [1,2].As an Internet-based process, Cloud service presents a reliability, openness, wide network 

access, location self-rule, application agility, voluntariness, elasticity, distribution, scalability, dynamicity, high 

speed services modification, less capital expenses, doubts, and pooling of resource for a domain of applications 

[3,4]. One of the best areas of information technology (IT) is the Cloud computing, which is published for many 

years and will stay the required area for a few years then it completely developed. Saving institutions from the 

many burden by decreasing infrastructure cost is the main goal of cloud computing [2].   Cloud computing is 

not outlying  evolution. in the field of computing, over years the technology of Cloud has been matured with 

constant progression. The beginning can be return it to a time when the time-shared computing system of remote 

access became a reality. The cloud computing realization is closely related to many other later developments in 

the field. A comprehensive discussion on the development of cloud computing can never be overlooked 

Continuous inventions in the field of electronic and computer equipment. As the hardware technology evolved, 

As well as the software. Additionally, with advances in communication protocols, network communication 

technology as well as the Internet have also played a vital role in this process. the innovation of grid computing 

concept for network computing was a major step towards the future of computing. But in the cloud it has the 

ability to expand in real time that is one of major advantages of the cloud at variance grids, computing Resources 
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in the cloud can be added in real time to meet the demand for computing. This has become Possible as a resource. 

There are a three type of cloud computing as shown in figure below: 

 
Figure 1. Type of cloud computing 

 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) represents one form of the cloud computing dominant, permit cloud consumers 

to provide virtual computing resources in an on-demand fashion. While IaaS provides managed and virtualized 

IT infrastructure components such as servers, storage, networking. Consumers can also use Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) for developing and hosting software applications without managing virtual infrastructure components, 

as well as ready-to-use web applications in form of Software as a Service (SaaS)[3]. Nowadays, companies 

more and more move their traditional IT architectures into cloud environments [4]. Many companies build 

microservice architectures, instead of building monolithic systems, where application services are wrapped in a 

hosted and container on a virtual machine provided by clouds as IaaS. In this way, every application service 

becomes highly scalable, but requires certain computing resources can be defined by the virtual machine type. 

While cloud providers offer almost unlimited computing resources, the range of offered virtual machine types, 

differing in computing capacities and prices per hour, is continuously developing and leads to an agony of 

choice. This implies a high complexity when decision-makers have to determine an efficient cloud infrastructure 

configuration for hosting a large set of application tasks (such as micro-services hosted in containers) with 

different requirements, including resource and governance requirements, as recently reported in one of the 

largest global IT leadership surveys. In contrast to traditional IT outsourcing, public clouds permit these services 

for an on-demand use with flexible scaling options and pricing schemes thus enabling violent reduction in 

capital and operation expenses for consumers. Given such complexities, it becomes nearly impossible to select 

the right resources, satisfying the applications requirements, without any decision support. Having intelligent 

systems and approaches associating assigning the right resources to the application by minimizing a given 

objective function is therefore required. After defining an appropriate set up, another progression of clouds is 

the ease of consumption: the use of cloud services does not demand in-person interactions so that it only takes 

seconds to minutes from the initial request to the final deployment [5]. Cloud vendors can provide the Cloud 

computing services via public clouds (which be their data centres) and client organizations (will be end users) 

by utilizing private clouds  which done by installing cloud software on their own data centres or can utilize 

hybrid clouds by install on their own and other cloud vendors’ data centres. The community clouds are a 

different type of cloud service that can be described as new contingent increment to the rest of modes of delivery 

for cloud computing-depend on ICT. The services of cloud in clouds of community may be achieved of ten 

times by one institution and used by sets of institutions in businesses or professions like that of the same 

institution [4]. There are two essential technologies that backup cloud computing, virtualization and computing 

of grid. The technology of virtualization is disguising the physical features of resources belongs to computing 

like server or PC or, to ease the method in which many applications, systems or end-users that interact with 

them. This technique can be also enabling single physical resources such as a storage device, server, an 

application, or an operating system, look as many logical resources.While grid computing, comprise of the 

utilize of software to merge computational energy belongs to many several computers, communicated in a grid, 

for solving a single problem, which is in many times need to great deal with computer processing power. 

Moreover, web computing also can use a software for divide and including pieces of a program to as many as 

several thousand computers. [6]. The IT services taken by CC are based on web and can be released with less 

effort of management. In comparison with traditional IT, CC presents “a fundamental change “in how IT 

services are developed, maintained, and paid. If applied properly, CCSs  can achieve many advantages for 

numerous institutions containing those in the industry of healthcare that achieve care services and goods as well 

as for home automation or smart home [7]. The smart homes are the prelude of technology in the home to 
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reinforce the goodness of living, through frugality of many services, like multimedia entertainment, telehealth 

and, energy conservation. In other words, the purpose of home automation is to orchestration the digital devices 

in order to the convenience of users together with the capability and security to observe multiple dwellings. The 

traditional systems of home automation include controlling on digital devices to provide tasks such as shading, 

lighting and heating. Because of the quick development of modern entertainment systems and information 

technology in recent years, these primary functions are required to be reinforced with additional services. We 

can list the advantage of smart home as of power saving, safety comfort, and communications. [7]. Across the 

world the smart home systems are presently deploying in many societies as part of modernization initiatives. 

We can generate a massive worthy amount of data from the connected smart devices and appliances belong to 

these houses with an IoT system [3]. By analyse these data in near real-time and off-line we can obtain various 

information which has a significant effect on health, our society’s safety, and the economy [5]. The application 

of Real-time IoT permits manufacturers to analyse data continuously and determine an instantly exchange 

malfunction equipment. IoT applications appear the advantages of analysing the data belongs to smart home 

[8]. Homes enhance the approach to individual lives by providing various services, and a reasonable or 

automated home. It aims to provide free time and simple work. The smart devices in the modern world, like 

smart televisions (TVs), smartphones, smart refrigerators, smart sensors and smart washing machines, it is 

involved in every aspect of people’s daily life. as in figure 1, smart devices are able to communicating and 

interacting with each other to constitute a smart environment [10]. 

 
Figure 2. Environment of SH [9] 
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The main goal of this project is to design a smart home with controlling devices through best utilization by 

implementing real time cloud computing used to receive the data from Arduino senses that placed at home 

through WIFI, these sensors are for motion, temperature and gas. 

 

2. Previous work 

A lot of research and various ways that deal with smart home systems. In spite of the fact that controlling 

home machines by means of various strategies isn't new, there is a need to re-evaluate the administration of 

homes automation   .We can see add that the designed systems to the research of home automation by entering 

many useful technologies such as cloud-computing and enabling Android applications.  The large amounts of 

works that had been published on smart home may ensure the values in this field.  There are different types of 

technologies and protocols in smart home's field.  The technologies and protocols are either standard so that 

they are proposed by verified organizations, or they are designed by special companies.  Sometimes, they are 

proposed for communications using wires, or systems with wireless communications. Every one of them shows 

a several benefits and drawbacks by presenting different building scenario.  In the previous years, many 

researchers have submitted a lot of applicable smart home systems depending on the implementing devices with 

more than one technology. Some researchers [11] investigate the different wireless techniques (GSM/GPRS, 

Wi-Fi, ZigBee) in smart home climate. Specially, the publishers used a PC based on Lab-View- that behaved 

like a coordinator of ZigBee to maintain data from several sensors (light, humidity, temperature) and that is 

capable of controlling some actuators (for example, irrigation or lighting).  Multi transceivers have many 

examples (EIB Serial, ZigBee, Bluetooth, X10, GSM/UMTS/GPRS, DTMF, and CAN) which presented in 

[12].   In this article, the researches discuss a protocol of IP-based messaging and an indoor ambient intelligence 

platform to connect the controller of smart home with remaining of the equipment.  

The previous works are shown in the following tables. The tables are show the different between characteristics 

of main HAS applicable academic systems. 

 

Table 1. Different between characteristics of main HAS applicable academic systems (part 1) 
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Table 2. Different between characteristics of main HAS applicable academic systems.(part 2) 

 
 

3. Research method  

The figure below shows the proposed cloud system:  

 
Figure 3. Proposed cloud system 

 

In this system we designed a full secured home automation system. The proposed system used several sensors 

and systems to achieve a several objectives. Temperature, humidity, gas sensors and camera system are used 

for smart home automation and they are shown in the figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. (a) DS18B20 temperature sensor, (b) MQ2-gas sensor, (c) Humidity sensor DHT11 

https://makeradvisor.com/tools/dht11-temperature-humidity-sensor/
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The sensors connected to an esp8266 Wi-Fi type Arduino and programmed using c++ language. The esp. 

Arduino connected to Router which acts as an access point to the internet. Json programming language format 

used for connecting Arduino to the access point and internet, then to the web server.  If there is a problem in 

the internet service, we added a GSM shield system to send a massage to specified number about any change 

in the reading of sensors 

Figure 5. Request Sensor Data via SMS using Arduino and SIM900 GSM Shield. Zmodo ZP-IBI13-WiFi 

camera was connected to the main web application to view the home view. This camera can be controlled by 

designed android mobile application that will show the whole sensor readings and camera view to the user.  

 
Figure 6.  Zmodo ZP-IBI13-W Wi-Fi camera 

 

4. Results and discussions 

For the proposed HAS system we utlize three sensors for temperature, gas and motion, each one of them 

programmed by ESP 8226 Wi-Fi Arduino with their required codes. The ESP 8226 Wi-Fi Arduino programmed 

with many libraries to be compatible with designed system. Then the readings of sensors are ready to be 

uploaded to cloud server data base through an access point (we used home router as default access point). The 

designed cloud data base designed by using two formats, the APACHE and MYSQL formats. The data base 

location and web server had been placed in personal computer hard disk. The data base connected to web server 

which is programmed by http server by http request which takes the measured information values and display 

them on the web server by two stage the first stage is collecting the data and the second stage  is display the 

results on a category using Json format display method. The displayed information will give the instant values 

of the sensors. Each 1 second the information will be updated to represent a real time system. The results show 

fast response of sensors and designed system. The figure below shows the implemented system for home 

automation. 

 

 
Figure 7. The implemented system for home automation with ESP8226 Wi-Fi Arduino. 

 

We added the Wi-Fi camera system to obtain full secure home system. The camera programmed in the web 

server directly and connected to android application to obtain live video for home environment. The designed 

system tested in different environments to see the update of results to be appeared in web server. Figure (8) 

shows a real time response of web server page with the updated values of system sensors. 
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Figure 8. Real time response of web server page with the updated values of system sensors 

 

In the future we plan to design smart home talk system able to take orders and change any stuff in the home by 

speech orders using rose berry devise. There are many applications and ideas still on the way in the development 

of smart homes.  

 

5. Conclusion  

The security home can be provided and improved by adding a complete combination of important sensors 

devices and controlling systems with speed time response and relatively low cost. In addition to these 

components, adding camera system with GSM communication technique is considered as best choice to secure 

the home and see what is happen in live video in android application the Arduino output data to external 

specified number if there is no internet provider. Three sensors had been used for temperature, gas and motion 

measurements. The ESP8226 WiFi device programmed the sensors to maintain the sensors measurements and 

transfer them to cloud server data base which is programmed to web server via Appatshy and Mysql formats. 

The system had been implemented with high time response so that all readings updated and appeared 

spontaneously. The designed system had been presented very good time response with an effective and secure 

and rapid response real time smart home system should be achieved.   
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